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About This Game

The vast horizons are full of pirates, vagabonds with no claim to the ground their feet tread. Amongst the bandits scattered
across the oceans, four factions dominate the worlds main landmasses. Eutopia's conquest will be the force that rids the world of

its calamity. Making way for a new era of prosperity, with all continents under one banner.

In a world where sea battles are the punch line of jokes uttered by historians, the generals of Eutopia focus their efforts on
reviving the lost art of ship building to aid in the campaign against aerially superior foes. Hiring small bands of mercenaries to
take to the seas and launch a global attack on all fronts from beneath the skies. Though, as men once again set sail, the ocean

reminds why the depths were abandoned all those years ago.

All Guns On Deck is a strategy, real time tactics action rpg, naval combat game with a unique battle system and unforgiving
world to conquer. Players find themselves in the boots of a naive young sea captain, eager to take to the waves in support of the

war effort of his great nation.

Features:

Intense sea to aerial combat.

Capture ports & destroy enemy garrisons.

Battle colossal sea monsters.
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Command up to 5 guns on your warship.

Take full direct weapon control or manage ships crew.

Multiple crew types from welders, engineers, fireman and many more.

Tons of items and consumables to find.

Loads of weapons to arm your vessels.

Many ships from cruisers to aircraft carriers.

A vast world spanning 6 continents.
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Title: All Guns On Deck
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
DL Softworks
Publisher:
KISS ltd
Release Date: 28 Aug, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10, 8.1, 8, 7, Vista, XP

Processor: Intel® Core 2 Duo

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9.0 Compatible

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: Generic Sound Device

English
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Interesting almost snake style game play. Good one to play with small kids. My daughter like to help by naming the colors as I
collected or drop off the iggles at their home.

Good if you can get it for a cheep price like during a sale and have small children that like to "play" with you and your game.

Not recommend if you like any depth to your mild puzzle games.. A really fun experience, harking back to the days of
Bloodwych and other classic Dungeon Crawlers, with just enough RPG progression for towns and party to fill it out.. I see it as a
fun base for recipe mods, coop and multiplayer. The campaign was rich and opens for a lot of pvp possibilities. The enemy
voices are cool and funny as hell! It's kinda easy to forget what my objective or mission was, so maybe show that when I pause
or something that'd be great.

I love how recipe drops seem to be random. I restarted shortly and realized I can play another campaign very differently. But
yeah I only restarted because I had no idea what to do and wanted to see again what the mission was.

It's a fantastic start! Keep updating this amazing adventure!. I love cetaceans with every fibre of my existence. This is a really
fun game to play and to kill time!. Stylish, but not much substance there.. Too bad because I wanted to love it.. Very nice game
but way to short.
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The game's a nice little mix of Toe Jam & Earl and Action RPGs like Diablo, with some very (very!) light RPG elements. You
go through maze-like levels, collect stuff and use some ridiculous power ups. The graphics are not amazing, but capture the
charm of Adventure Time well. So does the voice acting (all of the original voice actors are here!).

It does get repetitive after a while, but the game is short and sweet, and it's hella cheap. Easy recommentdation for Adventure
Time fans!. This game appears to be a Diablo clone...it is more like a Diablo joke...

Except you won't be the one laughing.. Somewhat boring.. ah, i cant thank everyone who brought this to life enough <3 thanks
to you guys i can have even more hours of fun with the same characters i love c: forreal you guys are amazing
im sorry if this is very helpful haha love yall. Really hoping this game's interface is gonna get a reboot soon as it kinda killed the
hype when the game itself performed in a rather sluggish manner + clunky camera issues. Worth it for its price? hell no. Im
gonna have to grind in a few more hours to even understand what is going but hey thats what I paid for.

However, I can tell this is pretty different from anything I've played and it feels fresh. Sadly, this game's reliance on some really
crude graphics (that world map sigh) really pulls away from the experience. I can only hope they go for a minimalist approach to
the interace as well as provide short & simple tutorial in order for noobs like me to understand some of the intricacies the
gameplay has to offer.

I fear that all of this use of crude art and equally crude interface is part of the developer's vision to make a rustic looking game
in line with its 'theme' but I must say that idea has completely missed its mark.
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